
 

 

 

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a filter design for nonlinear 

systems with multiple outputs by using a formal linearization method. 

A given nonlinear dynamic system is transformed into augmented 

linear one by the formal linearization method which is based on Taylor 

expansion considering up to the higher order terms, and a 

measurement equation with multiple outputs is transformed into linear 

one in a similar way. To this augmented linear system a linear system 

theory is applied, and a nonlinear filter is synthesized. As a tentative 

application of this method, numerical experiments are demonstrated to 

indicate effectiveness of the method. 

 

Keywords— formal linearization, linearization function, nonlinear 

filter, nonlinear system.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ONVENTIONAL filter methods for nonlinear systems, 

such as the extended Kalman filter [1], have proven to be 

useful in a wide range of application. While these filters are 

accurate for problems with small nonlinearities, they can 

perform poorly under large nonlinearities. To treat estimation 

problems with large nonlinearities, we have studied filter 

designs by using a formal linearization method [2]–[7]. 

 In the previous work [7], a nonlinear filter for a single output 

system by a formal linearization was presented. In this paper, we 

develop a nonlinear filter design for systems with multiple 

outputs using a formal linearization method based on Taylor 

expansion considering up to the higher orders. Defining a 

formal linearization function which consists of polynomials, a 

given dynamic nonlinear system is linearized with respect to the 

function by applying Taylor expansion up to the higher orders. 

For linearizing a measurement equation, we introduce a new 

augmented measurement vector for multiple outputs and a 

measurement equation is linearized with respect to the formal 

linearization in a similar way. Applying the Kalman filter 

method to the above linearized system, a nonlinear filter is 

synthesized.  

As an application of the method, a nonlinear state estimation 
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of a pendulum is carried out to show performance of this 

method. 

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM  

The estimation problem for a nonlinear system with multiple 

outputs is assumed that the nonlinear dynamic and measurement 

equations are described by 

 
where  t  denotes time, · = d /dt ,  x is an n×1 state vector, and  f  

is a sufficiently smooth nonlinear function.  is an m×1 output 

vector, h(x) is a sufficiently smooth nonlinear function, and v(t)  

is a zero-mean white noise vector, or 

 
where  E [·] is expectation, R is a covariance matrix with  R > 0 

and   is an impulse or a Dirac delta function. The problem is to 

determine the state of a nonlinear dynamic system from 

nonlinear measurements. 

III. NONLINEAR FILTER  

The objective of this study is to develop a nonlinear filter by 

the formal linearization method using Taylor expansion for 

multiple-output systems. We refer to the previous method [4] to 

linearize a state differential equation, introduce a new 

linearization method for a measurement equation with multiple 

outputs, and then synthesize a nonlinear filter.    

A. Formal Linearization for Nonlinear Dynamic System 

In order to linearize the given nonlinear state differential 

equation (1), an N-th order linearization function   

which consists of polynomials is defined by 

 
where 
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Deriving the derivative of each element of ϕ along with the 

solution of the given dynamic system (1) becomes 

 
Note that Taylor expansion up to the N-th order derives 

 
where 

 
and  is an operating point of the nonlinear system. From (5) 

and (6), it follows that 

 
where 

 
The   is the error term whose order includes higher than 

N. Using the above functions (6),  of (5) is approximated  by 

 
where 

 
 

 
Thus a formal linear state differential equation is derived by 

 

B. Formal Linearization for Measurement Equation 

For simplicity, noises are assumed to be produced from noise 

generators, 

 

where  is white Gaussian noise of variance 

      
the covariance 

  
and is independent of the state x and other noises, 

 and  . Here,  is a norm such 

that 

 
for any vector z , and 

 
for a scalar z . 

 Let us assume that the polynomial function of  can be 

described by the sum of the measurement function h(x) and the 

noise  as 

 

when j = 1, this noise    have the same variance of the given 

measurement equation because of   

 

Using these polynomials  and noises , an 

augmented measurement vector Y and noise vector V are 

introduced as 
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Thus, 

 
We apply Taylor expansion up to the N-th order to each 

nonlinear term ,  and approximated by   

 
where

 
and  is an operating point of the nonlinear system. 

Substituting this  into (18), the augmented measurement 

equation becomes   

 
where 

 

 
Thus a formal linear measurement equation with multiple 

outputs is derived as 

 
This augmented noise V has the following property. The 

expectation of V becomes 

 
The covariance matrix for the noise is 
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C. Design of Nonlinear Filter 

The Kalman filter method [1] is applied to the above 

linearized systems ((9) and (21)), so that the filter becomes 

 
where K(t) is the filter gain given by 

 
 satisfies the matrix Riccati equation  

 
 is a positive definite matrix, and  is carried out by (23).  

From (4), the estimate of the nonlinear filter is obtained by the 

inversion   

 
where I is an  unit matrix. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

Consider a pendulum in which the bob is connected to a rod 

of zero mass. Let  denote the angle subtended by the rod and 

the vertical axis through the pivot point. This system is written 

as 

 
We assume that the position of the bob is measured from above 

and the side, the measurement equation is 

 
where  has the covariance matrix R. Setting the 

state variables as 

 
the given system is rewritten by 

 
The system parameters are set as a1 = 0.5, a2 = 980.7/400, a3 = 1, 

a4 = 1,   

 
and R = diag(0.4, 0.4).  

 The values of the proposed filter are set as  = diag(0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4) and  = 10I for (M = 3);  = diag(0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4) and  = 10I for (M = 2);  = diag(0.4, 0.4) 

and  = 10I for (M = 1) when the order of the linearization 

function is fixed as N = 3.  

 Figs. 1–3 show the approximated values (t)(M = 1),  J(t)(M 

= 1) – (t)(M = 3),  J(t)(M = 3), where the integral square errors 

estimation is  

 
for the various orders.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Estimates   with various orders 

 

 

Fig. 2 Estimates   with various orders 
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Fig. 3 Integral square errors of estimation for various orders 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied a nonlinear filter for multi-measurement 

systems using a formal linearization method based on Taylor 

expansion considering up to the higher order to improve 

accuracy of estimation.  From the above numerical experiments, 

the estimation accuracy of the presented method is improved as 

the order of the augmented measurement vector increases. 
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